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KEYNOTE SPOTLIGHT
Firoz Shroff

Founder
Social Entrepreneurship Consortium, Inc.
		
Firoz Shroff - Past President - Co-chair, Sponsorship and Fundraising has
been a member of UNACTO since 2004 and served as President of the organization
from 2005 to 2006. He is a philanthropist and social entrepreneur with over 40
years of experience in the private and non- profit sectors. He also served as a
remote coach in Tulane University’s social entrepreneurship MBA program.
		
He operates a socially drive private equity fund called www.IBCRE.com
as well as a social entrepreneurial turnaround firm, www.SECONSORTIUM.com
supported by private Family Office structure from Dubai. They are also creating
Social Entrepreneurship Fund with their own seed capital with objective that the
profits of which will go to SE causes.
		
He services various trusts and Foundations. A successful businessman turned philanthropist and social
entrepreneur with passion to create and develop self sustaining ventures by applying innovative social models to create
wealth applying diagnostic ability to magnify mega intrinsic values and then apply entrepreneurial model of capitalize them
wearing hat of a Businessman, Entrepreneur, Dealmaker, Valufacturer, and Social Wealth Originator. To his credit he has
administered multi-billion dollar transactions with hands on approach to include creative application to M&A, Corporate
Structuring, Capital Market Arbitrage and Financial Derivatives.
		
In his career he has built number of organizations covering infrastructure, systems and applications to an
operational process level and is actively involved in creatively setting up innovative implementation strategies. Firoz now
concentrates on development based consultancy often working with CEO’s to help them look at what is required of the
business and of them to make a significant impact on results with social attributes. He also assists social and business sectors
to develop self-sustaining entities through collaboration of philanthropy and commerce through his proprietary Social Wealth
Originating and Valufacturing Model.
		
The main thrust of his work has been in facilitating people through times of change, to reflect on their current
business and to consider how best to respond to the changing environment. firoz.shroff@seconsortium.com – When profits
are crazy be paranoid and take exit - Wealth allows you the luxury to simplicity - Wealth is when small efforts produce big
socioeconomic results which we can share. Poverty is when big efforts produce small socioeconomic results with nothing to
share.
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